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Jake and Tom were playing all day long.

Later their tummies started hurting.
So they head to the kitchen.  

I'm so hungry!



They grabbed the sugar, the butter, and the flour. Only 3 ingredients
to make some cookies. Oh! but don't forget the chocolate chips.

How many ingredients do they need?  

Just 4 ingredients to complete the recipe.
They are going to be the yummiest cookies you will ever see!

 3      +   1  =    4 



Out of the oven, there were
   perfect cookies waiting for them. 

But Jake said, "we should wash our hands; we are
covered in cookie dough”. So Jake and Tom went to

do that. 
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When they returned, a tragedy 
 had happened! Some cookies were

missing! 

they counted how many cookies
were gone.

1, 2, 3, and 4.

Jake and Tom started looking
everywhere for the yummy

cookies.



They searched under the oven. In the pots and pans.

Inside the fridge. They even searched by the
patio tree.



But as soon as they came back they realize
more cookies were missing!

There was a cookie thief in the house! They
counted again 1 and 2. 

How many cookies are left now? 



Suddenly, Jake and Tom noticed something very
useful to find the cookie thief.

Look! there are
crumbs on the floor!

We have to follow them.
They will surely take us

to the cookies.



The crumbs led to mom's door.
"Maybe she knows who ate the

cookies" Jake said.

They knocked on the door and when
mom opened it... there was a cookie in

her paws and claws. 



Mom! Are you the
cookie thief?

We had 10 cookies and then
4 were gone. we went to

the patio and someone ate 2
more.  

Mom explained how the cookies disappeared.  



You made 10 cookies

I ate 4 cookies Then, grandpa ate 2 more

That is why the 6 cookies are missing!
- mom said -

4 + 2 = 6 



Jake and Tom started thinking. 

First, they had 10 cookies. 

Then, mom ate 4 so they had 4 less. 

Later, grandpa ate 2 cookies from the
remaining amount, so they had 2 less.

10 - 4 = 6 

6 - 2 = 4 



Mom apologized for eating the cookies
and Jake and Tom forgave her.

I thought they were
some cookies from
that pastry shop I

love! 

Oh, I know! I will help you
make the cookies that are
missing. And since Grandpa

and I already ate, you
guys will have more

cookies for yourselves!

Then Mom had a great idea.

“What a great idea!”
They both said.



They counted again.
How many cookies would they get?

They already had four cookies

And they were going to add 6 more

That way they would have 10 again!

+ = 
4 6 10+ = 



The End



Jake and Tom were hungry, so

they decided to make cookies.

After they made the cookies,

they realized most of them were

gone! What happened?

Help Jake and Tom find out who 

 ate the cookies while practicing

additions and subtractions.
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